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About me…



Aims

To discuss the:

• Why

• How

• What

• and “What the?”

of constructing an expert-elicited 
generic model of infection in children



Why a causal model of infection?



Seaweed or Shark?



Head for shore?



Fever in children

• Common 

• Often non-specific

• Mostly self-limiting infections 

However

• Consequences of missed serious 
infection may be significant





Clinical decision 
support systems 
for infection
• Current tools to detect/exclude 

serious infection often limited by:

• Variable performance, 
particularly specificity

• Limited transparency

• Narrow scope of clinical 
application

• Poor usability and uptake
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Eliciting a causal model of infection



September 2020 –
October 2021

• 4 workshops
• 21 experts - 6-10 

experts/workshop
• Pre-workshop 

structured 
survey/written 
feedback

SCHN ethics approval 
to use >10,000 febrile 
children dataset



Workshop 
One –

Describing 
the shadows



Workshop One

• Survey results aggregated and presented 
back to experts 

• Elicited further signs and symptoms

• Refined list

• Removed redundancies

• Clarified definitions, e.g. “unwell/toxic-
appearing”, “feeding difficulties”
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Key learning points

• Interrelated nature of infection 
and progression 

• Importance of exclusion

• Numerous pathophysiological 
pathways leading to similar signs 
and symptoms

• Definitions can differ between 
clinicians



Workshop Two What causes the shadows?

W2



Pre-Workshop Two What causes the shadows?

W2



Handy 
hints

Communicating causal 
models to clinicians



Handy 
hints

Communicating causal 
models to clinicians



Workshop 
Two



Workshop 
Two



A matter of time…

• Timing and source of observable 
information may vary

• Even single tests have time components 

• One model may need to capture different 
stages of the illness 



Negatives can be a 
positive

• Negative findings are allowed 
and can still contribute to 
likelihoods 

• Information can be absent – does 
not contribute to likelihoods



Workshop 3 – connecting the shadows
Features elicited in Workshop One 

+

Knowledge of relationships from Workshop Two

=

Large comprehensive causal diagram

→

four draft models - 3 sites of infection and 1 
sepsis-relevant pathophysiological pathways
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Urinary tract infection



Gastroenteritis



Meningitis



Systemic inflammatory response



Gastroenteritis Meningitis Urinary tract infection Systemic inflammatory response

Workshop Three – connecting the shadows



Feedback loops

Dehydration 

hypoperfusion

Altered 
conscious state

Reduced intake



Workshop Four 
– drawing the 
(sepsis) 
shadow

W4







Systemic mechanisms – cardiac

The cardiac and vascular systems closely interact. While vascular resistance and functional intravascular volume predominately drive the amount of blood 

available to supply organs, the heart creates the forward movement of blood needed to maintain supply to organs (organ perfusion). This is measured as 

stroke volume (the volume of blood ejected for each stroke) and cardiac output (m19) - the product of heart rate (m23) and stroke volume (m24). Note that, 
cardiac output is actually normal or high until the very late stages of sepsis.





Next steps
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